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SUNDAY
Hatonn present in the Light of
We shall cover
Holy God.
some most urgent matters this
morning and then I want you
out of this location--push is
coming to shove as we ready to
I think
REALLY go public.
what I am going to say herein
will be well worth the surveilYou
lance teams’ attention.
who think you work for freedom and security must come
into the realization that you
ARE NOT among the Elite who
will have placement in the security of the New World Order.
And you ones reading these
documents
and complaining
about that which we include-remember something most important--we are bringing your
high level “Police Force” officers and men into comfort about
that which we give unto you.
They are in far more danger
personally than are you for the
ones who do not move along in
heinous police terror will be expended .
SHUTTLE PROGRAM
I told you long ago to beware
and watch for the day when they
would bring forth the replacement for the Challenger which
blew up in
This one is
equipped to inter-work with the
new
terror/enforcement
weaponry being put into sub-or-
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bit now! The Elite have come
up with the systems for tracking, detonating and controlling
from electronic means FROM
HIGHER
SPACE
ORBIT,
THAT WHICH IS SET UP
WITHIN
ATMOYOUR
SPHERE
AND
ON THE
GROUND.
FOR REASONS
WHICH SHOULD TERRIFY
THE DAYLIGHTS OUT OF
YOU--THE RUSSIANS ARE
CHOOSING NOT TO TAKE
OUT THE WHOLE MESS-FOR YOU HAVE CAPABILITY OF, AND WILL DO SO,
START
AND
EMBROIL
YOUR PLANET INSTANTLY
IN A NUCLEAR WAR THE
LIKES OF WHICH
YOU
HAVE NEVER DREAMED.
“But everything is going well
with us and Russia, ” you will
say to me--I want you to consider what is REALLY happening with Gorbachev and Yeltsin,
just as a for instance. The Elite
Councils of the world are
working diligently behind the
scenes to keep Gorbachev in
power and you believe that that
which is happening is honestly
given unto you--No.
YELTSIN AT THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENTARY
SESSION IN FRANCE
How was this diplomat treated?
Stay on the line, please, for the
manner in which this President
of Russia was received (or not
1
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received) shocks the rest of the
“INFORMED” world--and yet
Elitism is so entrenched within
the noose that no one could do a
thing about this situation--Mitterand is now within the Elite
repopulation and feeling his security within the Cartel. The
incident at point went like this
(and this was NOT REPORTED
IN ANY MANNER IN YOUR
ESTABLISHMENT
MEDIA-EITHER ELECTRONIC
OR
PRESS .)
On April 15, Russian leader
Boris Yeltsin, Soviet President
M&hail
chief
Gorbachev’s
political rival,
and was to be
introduced by Pierre Cot, leader
of the Socialist Party. Cot surprised the members, ,and astounded Yeltsin, by saying the
following (” . . .as if programmed
by a computer.. . ‘I): “;Yeltsin,
we do NOT want you here, you
should leave.
Walk right out
the door, ” at which time he
pointed to the door to stress his
point, “. . . Gorbachev’s the one
we want to talk to and you are
not welcome. ” Well, the hall
erupted in catcalls and objections to Cot
Yeltsin, insulted
to the bare bones, left.
Then, in Pas (where a lot of
“stuff” is claimed to not take
place), Yeltsin was further completely embarrassed when President Francois Mitterrand kept
him waiting half a day--disal#ll

lowed from leaving his hotel
room--until he sent his secretary
to see him. Well, let us see
now--The
“National
Front”
profited from this political blunder, having received an invitation from Yeltsin to visit him in
Russia--but what you better note
is that the clout of the Elite is
now coming to the point of no
longer even efforting to hide
many of the things that are
done--THEY KNOW YOU IN
AMERICA ARE THE ONLY
ONES WHO CAN SHUT THIS
CANCER DOWN AND THEY
KNOW YOU WILL NOT BE
GIVEN THE INFORMATION
And how can you
(NEWS).
know this is true? BECAUSE
YOUR OWN MEDIA NETWORKS ARE TELLING YOU
AS MUCH AND CUTTING
ON
ALL
NEWS
BACK
STAFFING!
The Khazar Zionists control
EVERY NEWS NETWORK
AND EVERY MAJOR PRESS-THEN 99% OF ALL SMALL
PRESSES
MOVE
TOWN
RIGHT ALONG
IN THE
IGNORANCE
AND
ACTUALLY NOW STATE: “WE
WILL
WRITE
NOTHING
CONTROVERSIAL IN THIS
PAPER--WE ARE A COMMUNITY AND WE WILL
WORK AS SUCH.”
-LIES“
But you might say, “Hatonn this
is fantasy-ville and if you are
real, you are certainly nuts--not
many were actually killed in
Iraq and no one could cover
hundreds
of
thousands
of
No?
Your Esdeaths. ”
tablishment media told you that
HUNDREDS were killed in
Baghdad--the INTERNATIONAL RED CROSS reveals, now,
that there are established deaths
well over 350 THOUSAND
Iraqi CIVILIAN CASUALTIES
in Baghdad alone. Additionally
there are another minimum of

200,000 known military casualties. Altogether, according to
the Red Cross--“there are more
than half a million Iraqis killed
during the war, according to
actual body counts in only isolated areas.” So be it.
BANGLADESH
And what of aid to the
Bangladesh population? It is reported: “MORE AID WILL
SOON BE FLOWING
TO
THIS TINY
NATION
IN
CHAOS AND DEATH--BE-

go
SADDAM HUSSEIN
Remember that nasty old bully?
Remember the uprising about
getting him dead? Well, President George Bush is in the middle of cutting a TOP SECRET
DEAL with this nasty old bully.
Bush offers him safe passage out
of the country into TEMPORARY safe exile if he will just
step down while the “govemment is put into order”. Ah, but
what are they trying to do?
Seems obvious enough to me!
Now, what do you get in return
for all that “oil control”? Well,
you Americans are going to get
a minimum tax on gas of at least
10 cents per barrel of oil imported from the “Gulf”. How
Because the
do you know?
Trilateral Commission decided it
would be so.

TRILATERAL

COMMISSION

Now watch this sleight of hand
to begin to remove the robotoid
David Rockefeller
from the
limelight: The Trilateral Commission (TC), which had its annual meeting held at the Okura
Hotel in Tokyo April 20-22, issued marching orders for its
high-powered members to

This would be accomplished by
imposing the surcharge of 10
cents. Now this couldn’t be directly taxed to the population,
nor do they want to forfeit other
nations’ contributions, so it will
be placed per barrel on ALL
OIL COMING FROM THE
PERSIAN
GULF REGION.
AH, AND HERE IT COMES
“IT
TO
SUCKER
YOU:
WOULD BE NOMINAL AT
FIRST--TO
PROVIDE
HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE
TO THE REFUGEES FROM
GEORGE BUSH’S PERSIAN
AND--FOR
GULF WAR! ”
OTHER RELIEF TO ONES
“GREAT
SUFFERING
IN
DISASTERS”--WHICH
THEY
SET UP, ORCHESTRATED
AND PULLED OFF--FROM
ARMENIA
TO
BANGLADESH TO SOUTHERN U. S .
But let us continue with the
meeting. The surcharge, which
would be effective immediately
(if not before--for gas prices are
rising right now, if you hadn’t
noticed), would “be no burden
at all to Big Oil” it was noted,
which is completely represented
at the annual closed-door top secret meetings.
Funny thing--re-read the list of
Trilateral members--the
the entire Establishment
media is thoroughly represented

.>
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know that they still have the
Japanese islands.
They have
long ago accepted the loss of
dominance over the East European nations as shown on paper
facades. Many of the Soviet republics are declaring their own
independence from the Soviet
Union--another facade.

and the moguls in top participation slots--the story was universally suppressed in the United
States. The moguls had actually
taken part

NOW FOR MORE IMPORTANT HIGHLIGHTS : DAVID
ROCKEFELLER IS RETIRING
AS
NORTH
AMERICAN
CHAIRMAN OF THE TC.

So, to play the TC game to the
max, as they spoke of trade,
etc., Gorbachev refused to
budge on return of the islands.
And the Japanese leader responded as the shadow govemment intended.

NIPPON ISLANDS
(The group is headed up by a
troika: a North American chairman, a European chairman and
a Japanese chairman).
Volcker, like Rockefeller and
Kissinger, are among the “elite
of the Elite” who will meet with
the SENIOR CABAL, THE
BILDERBERG
GROUP,
at
BADEN-BADEN, GERMANY
ON JUNE 7-9.
The Bilderberg
meeting is
higher-ranked and more topsecret. While the Trilateralists
conduct the public’s business
behind closed doors, they at
least acknowledge their own
existence--THE BILDERBERG
DENIES ITS EXISTENCE.
Another DIFFERENCE is that
the Bilderberg group consists of
Elitists from Europe and North
while
the
America
only,
Trilateralists include Japanese
elitists.
The Bilderbergers will meet at a
remote but very posh resort outside Baden-Baden with armed
guards keeping the “unwashed
multitudes” OUT.
Rockefeller and his “puppetmaster”, Henry Kissinger,
a

But, after the Trilateral meeting
closed--TOSHIKI KAIFU AND
HIS FOREIGN
MINISTER,
TAR0 NAKAYAMA, HELD A
RECEPTION FOR THE COMMISSION ON APRIL 22--A
MOST LAVISH AFFAIR!

Handling Japan

we are going to get to
Bush again when I finish this
dissertation and it will all make
a lot more sense to you. Remember, Gorbachev was paying
the
a
a
The TC was afraid that reappreachment in full, between the
two countries would result in
Japan increasing trade and investments in the Soviet Union
and Eastern Europe.
The
American and European financiers want to exploit the
cheap labor and new markets
there without competition from
the Japanese.
Gorbachev was
made fully aware that assistance
would be forthcoming from the
Elite International sources and
fully understood the position
that returning the Japanese islands, or even seriously discussing it, would cause him
potentially fatal political problems at home.
Most Soviet citizens don’t even
8,
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Now: WHY THE KURDISH
MESS?
TO GIVE “NEED” FOR THE
10 CENT SURTAX!
The
Trilateralists are taking home to
their respective
governments
this argument in imposing the
new UN tax.
The speech goes, “The beneficiaries of the success&l prosecution of the war to an important extent are oil consumers
around the world.
It seems
logical that you would extract
from the renewed free flow of
the resource some tiny share
that would be used to finance
the aftermath of the crisis. ”
Once the United Nations has imposed a surcharge on all Persian
Gulf oil--about 40 percent of the
supply--(but
world ’s
whole
note, NOT *AMERICA’S BIG
DOMESTIC OIL m GREAT
BRITAIN’S!) (And why do you
think the Queen is coming to
Florida?)--it will be easy to
make the levy universal at some
time and/or increase it without
#ll

limits in the years ahead as you
come more into the box trap set
for you--already you can’t do a
damned thing about the United
Nations.
So, the world got a Super Bowl
of an international war nicely
offered and served by Bush
(remember the Bush “original”
is at Camp David) and a reason
to do anything else the UN
the
chooses
to do--rather,
Bilderbergs and Trilateralists behind the (transparent) skirts of
the UN. Things are going to
come down on you faster and
faster!
The Gulf War was celebrated by
the Trilateralists
as a full
demonstration of the UN’s ability to enforce its will in the
“New World Order”.
Fred Bergsten, head of the
Washington-based Institute for
Economics,
International
sounded the first call for the locent tax to assist “the Kurdish
and Shiite Moslems” and the
global tax was then supported
by the UN’s high commissioner
for refugees, Sadako Ogata.
She told the Trilateralists that
the world body needs $283.5
million (now) to cover these
three current months of aid to
the refugees. Another minimum
of $38 million is needed for displaced people inside Iraq. Miss
Ogata is the first (surprise!)
Japanese to head a major UN
agency--how convenient.
MORE JAPAN
PARTICIPATION
Despite the apparent “treachery”
of the entity chairman Rockefeller, the three chairmen of the
TC issued a statement calling
for more participation by Japan
in global affairs. The chairmen
are David Rockefeller (on the
way out) for North America,
Isamu Yamashita for Japan and
Georges Berthoin of France (ah

ha--Yeltsin) for Europe.
“We have the feeling Japan is
on the threshold of acquiring a
new role in the world”, Berthoin
spouted off. There is a “very
deep and growing
interest
among the European Community and Japan for stronger ties.
He also expressed deep hope for
more formal links between the
European Community and Japan
by the end of this year. Rockefeller called for Japan to become
a permanent, sixth member of
the UN SECURITY COUNCIL.
It would mean a “revision” to
the UN Charter but it is proclaimed that it would be accomplished.
Now watch the hand: Rockefeller, “I realize there are serious problems with achieving
this objective, particularly as it
would mean opening up the UN
Charter to revision.”
But the
second-best alternative, Rockefeller continued, is for the
United
States, France
and
Britain--ALL
PERMANENT
MEMBERS OF THE SECURITY COUNCIL--to
a

WATCH ALSO, THIS LISTING I WILL SHARE WITH
Among luminaries
YOU:
participating in the TC meeting
were Gareth Evans, Australian
foreign minister; Simone Veil,
former president of the European Parliament and former
French Cabinet member, and
Joseph Nye, director of Harvard
University’s Center for Intemational Affairs.

h

-I

PARIS TRIP IN 1980--BUSH
Oh, chelas--chelas, please! The
man, Bush, can sit in the midst
of PROOF of Bush presence in
Paris in 1980--AND DENY BE-

1980--MAKING DEALS.
But this comes as a big blow for
the “Planners” right now for
things are shaky for this entity
and it will be necessary to either
adjust this being or take him
out. Thus you are getting prepared--a heart rhythm failure?
Stupid, stupid cover-up which
holds no merit whatsoever but
the bindings are tight.
We
aliens have been now photographed with “a” President
Bush at Camp David. Then all
this hoopla takes place this
ending week at Camp David--I
WISH TO INFORM
YOU
THAT CAMP DAVID IS THE
BUSIEST PLACE ON YOUR
PLANET THIS WEEKEND.
EVEN BUSH WAS EMBARRASSED BY THE PERFORMANCE OF HIS DUPLICATE
ON FRIDAY.
BY THE WAY: ARTIFACTS
AND MONEY
I would like to put some other
items to rest. In the Iraq War
the “coalition” (not Saddam
Hussein) destroyed artifacts of a
culture--de7 ,OOOyear-old
manded and orchestrated by the
Khazar Elite who hate all things

*
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dealing with Christed God-belief. Worse, agents went in and
took--and removed from the
country--artifacts
of priceless
value, from mosques, etc.,
which would be utilized “in the
new temple in Jerusalem”.
Now how could you get out
with contraband of that magnitude?
Well, easy--for one
thing, if it is prearranged, you
have all the help you need.
Further, as with priceless relics
and artifacts from any ancient
culture there is full black-market
trade going on all the time.
How? Again, easy--ask Wendelle Stevens of UFO fame and
Lee and Britt Elders of Billy
Meier touting-fame! It happens
all the time!
GUN-CONTROL AND
MONEY-CHANGERS
IT’S COMING! I CAN ONLY
HOPE THAT YOU HAVE LISTENED! IF YOU HAVE NOT
AND ARE AWAITING THE
LAST MINUTE WARNING
TRUMPET--YOU HAD BEST
ACKNOWLEDGE THAT IT IS
BLOWING. THE WORLD IS
BEING HELD IN ABEYANCE
WHILE THE TRILATERALISTS AND BILDERBERGS
WORK OUT AND BRING
INTO PLAY THE FINAL
TAGS. THEN ALL HELL IS
GOING TO ERUPT! THERE
WILL
BE
A
MASSIVE
AMOUNT OF CHAOS TO
BRING YOU INTO ORDER
AND CAPTURE YOUR ARMS
AND YOUR MONEY.
You
can begin to expect everything
from simple monetary note recall to total devaluation of the
currency to repudiation of the
debt--moving everything totally
within the grasp and control of
the World Federal Reserve.
GET INTO SOME PROTECTION--IF YOU THINK IT
WILL GET BETTER DON’T
BE DECEIVED--THESE CURRENT PROJECTIONS
ARE

TO BLIND YOU. THE MOST
INFLUENTIAL
NEWS-LETTERS FOR INVESTORS ARE
PUSHING
THE
MARKET
AGAIN AND THEY WILL
SHOW YOU A LIST OF
CLIENTS WHICH BOGGLES
THE IMAGINATION--KNOW
THAT IT IS A THRUST TO
ENTICE YOU TO INVEST
AND THEN SHUT DOWN
THE SYSTEM.
I HAVE
TOLD YOU HOW TO COVER
AS WELL AS ANY WAY ON
EARTH--WHAT
YOU
DO
ABOUT THAT IS YOUR
BUSINESS--BUT YOU ONES
SITTING ON YOUR ASSETS
THINKING IT BETTER TO
WAIT UNTIL THIS HATONN
PROVES HIMSELF--ARE GOING TO HOLD EMPTY BAGGAGE--SOME OF YOU INTO
THE MILLIONS, SHALL BE
FORFEIT UNTO THE BEAST.
BUT THEN IT WILL BE TOO
LATE.
HATONN INTENDS
TO “PROVE” NOTHING TO
ANYONE! .
I suggest you look further into
that which you do and that with
which you “bargain”.
“I will
help God if----”
No, sorry
about that, beloved ones, and I
suggest that in retrospect when
you sit to ponder what happened--that
you DO NOT
BLAME GOD FOR NOT GIVING YOU THE “HOW TO”
AND YOU IGNORED IT!
WHEN THE SORTING IS
DONE,
BROTHERS
AND
SISTERS, THE GAME IS
OVER FOR THOSE WHO
CHOSE CARELESSLY.
“They” are also getting ready to
really push the gun-control
situation for it is time to bring
down the curtain on your heads
and those arms must be gone
and into security! Herein I certainly ask that you nice surveillance people take exceptional
note--FOR
YOU OF THE
MILITARY AND SURVEILLANCE GROUPS WILL BE IN
.
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CHARGE OF FORCEFULLY
AND BRUTALLY EXTRACTING GUNS AND MONEY
FROM YOUR OWN FAMILIES,
PARENTS
AND
FRIENDS, AND IT WILL BE
TOO LATE FOR YOU TO
REFUSE--FOR YOU WILL BE
SHOT FOR FAILURE TO
COMMAND--OF
FOLLOW
THE
ELITE
GUARD,
UNITED NATIONS FORCES
UNDER MOSSAD/COMMUNIST
(SO-CIALIST
COMMAND)--ACCORDING
TO
THE CHARTER OF THE
UNITED NATIONS GLOBAL
GOVERNMENT
OF
THE
PLANET EARTH. SO BE IT!
Dharma, I desire you to depart
this place as soon as possible-we have revealed some real rats
in the rafters and the hornets are
swarming. You are in protection but the blast to this
dwelling will be a real trial this
day. I am overhead with attennothing
tion
undivided--do
foolish. I salute all of you--and
those of you readers who withdrew from the writings because
you couldn’t believe the messages--I suggest your friends tell
you to perk up and pay attention, for you are only beginning
to get the unraveling and it is
quite definitely HARD TO BELIEVE! I am in constant attendance to you, my people. Salu.
Hatonn to clear, please.
WEDNESDAY
Dharma, Hatonn present in the
Light of Holy God and, precious, within that Light our mission cannot fail. We shall endure and there will be breaks for
recovery--so be it. We have not
any need to “save the world nor
the people in it”--they must tend
of selves--ours is but to bring
the Truth of the way it IS.
You ask to be relieved of the
witness to the Sipapu screen#ll

play--NO! If anything goes, it
will be this work for the birth of
the baby is not all there is to the
rearing of a child--Sipapu must
be attended. I, too, am touched
and warmed by the brilliance of
perception and beauty Wally has
performed--it shall be a wondrous unfoldment--a guided and
gifted work brought into life
from a printed page of symbols-we are indeed grateful. There
will be nothing changed except
the labeled ones who have spoken in darkness against God and
the Brotherhood and the names
of the books enclosed in the
ending portion.
You, Dharma
(Dorushka
Maerd--Dharma’s
Beloved Dream [vision]) are
Truth and stored with all its
memories and pain within the
pages and it is your life, chela,
and so it shall be tended with
great care.
Wally has given tribute to Paul
(Nick, in the writing) and , I
thank him for so-doing for those
who are out of their timing and
precipitate others into action-pay the greatest price of all.
Let us move briskly along with
finishing the printing of the
Screenplay so that funding can
be finished. If this story will
not fill an actor’s heart with
light and tenderness--nothing
can. Ones will recall our contact.
The reason for changing of the
books listed as in the “original”-because those were the only
books of which you, the
“author”, had any knowledge.
You had no way to know that
YOU were not writing the text
and, therefore, could only accept that which was visible to
your eyes. We could only witness in sorrow to watch those
you felt in Truth to only find
them
egotistically
“false”.
There are many, many more to
confront but we not do that this
day.
Were ALL these ones
brought, false? Oh no, do you

not remember--almost all the
dark brothers tell you is truth so
that you further accept the falseness as it also flows. Everything told unto you was Truth
for the story was already written
but the work of the Journals was
intended to be STOPPED by the
very ones who had given such
encouragement--for you trusted
them and their input and when it
changed to negative battering
you were tom as to your own
purpose--THAT, dear, is your
confirmation of WHO WE ARE
AND
WHAT
WE
ARE
ABOUT. We certainly come to
start no religions--we have NO
connection with “New Age”--we
are only Hosts come before God
to bring announcement, spread
of the good news of His return
and remind you of Truth--and so
shall it be.
Just as with all “attacks” of the
dark brotherhood who would
take of your souls and have tampered with all things precious as
guidance for man--they do not
touch it ALL, for you would see
through their disguise if they so
did.
So the Bible is laced
through with that which IS OF
GOD so that you will also accept that which is not. It is each
individual’ s responsibility
to
discern for self--that can only be
done if Truth is brought into remembering--the
LAWS
according to God and The Creation--not as “voted-in” by a
group of Men.
Matt. 10:26: Therefore,

YOU ARE GOD’S
CHILDREN

unfolded.
You who think it
boring to have to sit through
Khazar history--remember your
brothers who believe in the
Christ path and God and believe
themselves to be “Jews”. What
of their identity. 3 What of those
ones who find their background
is not that which they perceived
but also see the absolute Truth
of the outlay of history and heritage?
YOU ARE GOD’S
CHILDREN--YOU NEED NO
PAIN, BUT RATHER--JOY!
YOUR PARENTS WALKED A
HARDER PATH AND NOW
YOU ALSO WALK THAT
PATH AND--IN THE IGNORANCE SPREAD ABOUT
YOUR GLOBE--YOU
ARE
THE FIRST TARGETS OF
THE EVIL CARTEL.
FEAR
NOT, FOR WITH KNOWLEDGE AND INSIGHT INTO
TRUTH--THE
POWER
IS
DISSOLVED.
GOD CARES
NOT THAT WHICH YOU
WERE NOR YOUR PARENTAGE--NOR SHALL HE ALLOW EXCUSE OF OR GIVE
TITTLE
ACCOUNT
TO-THAT WHICH WAS--ONLY
THAT WHICH IS. SO BE IT
AND BLESSINGS UPON THE
KNOWLEDGE FOR IT WILL
BRING YOU WITHIN AND
YOU SHALL CEASE THE
ISOLATION IN PERCEIVED
CONTRADICTION.
Now, note further, dear ones-THERE ARE FAR MORE
FAIR-HAIRED BRITISH AND
THE
CAUCASIANS
OF
KHAZAR
ELITE
CONTROLLERS THAN ANYONE
EVEN THINKING OF CALLING THEMSELVES “JEWS”.
THE DECEIT IS INDEED
DEEP TO THE CORE OF THE
BEAST!
BABYLON

We receive pained inquiries
from ones who are finding the
Truth, truth but painful and
them being given into confusion
and searching as the facts are

I herein
remind
you of
“Babylon”;
and
WHO
IS
BABYLON--WHAT IS BABYLON? Nothing save a “clue’‘--it

X5
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ceases to be a place in Iraq
which sat near Baghdad. It is a
“meaning” of that which would
tear the world apart and then enslave it.
The largest, most powerful
criminal organization in the
world is not the Mafia or Cosa
Nostra, it is not the drug cartel,
it is not the Red government of
Russia or China or Cuba, it isn’t
even the IRS (which most of
you would dispute--but given
the Constitution, you can handle
the IRS). These bits and pieces
are only a few of the thousands
of parts which comprise
and
which make her so mysterious
to the world over which she
reigns. To describe anv
of
Babylon, such as NEW -YORK
CITY. WASHINGTON. ETC.,
as ALL of Babylon, is not to see
her at all. It is like the blind
men who were asked to describe
an elephant.
Each one described it according to the part
he touched; a tree trunk, a
snake, a wall, a flexible door,
etc.

They are the AntiGod/Christ Banksters, or let us
give them a nice, cute Govemmental label of identification of
The very lifeblood of
this harlot is the wealth of the
world
through the operation of their central and commercial banks, and the taxation
in unlawful manner, enforced
by the security services of the
IRS, KGB, CIA and MOSSAD.

tally distracted by that which is
upon you today in the nonnews, you will miss of the urgent and important (ancient)
Truth of that which is actually
happening. For instance, look
at this day--a major thrust is
within your news to pass the
Brady Gun Control Bill. The
criminal elements already are
armed up the gazoo--but you
push to disarm selves so that
there is not even any defense.
Then, Bush defends Quayle
against the attackers and jesters-how?--by saying, “HE HAS
DONE A VERY EXCEPTIONALLY EXCELLENT JOB
FOR ME IN PLACES LIKE
LATIN AND SOUTH AMERICA AND I INTEND TO
KEEP HIM ON MY TICKET-HE IS EXCEPTIONALLY EFFECTIVE AND SERVES ME
WELL. ” Nothing about America, nothing about liberty and
Constitution--” . . .he serves me
well. ” And heart upset--due to
thyroid? Chelas--watch, how is
it that Barbara ALSO had thyroid
dysfunction
and
had
surgery at onset of First Lady
career. Also listen to what Barbara says about George: “This is
not due to stress or those kinds
of things--this
”
And what of the continued denial in adamant, outrageous
manner of being in Paris in
1980 when THERE IS PROOF
ALL OVER THE PLACE?
Well, Boni Sadr is here and aids
of Carter are come forth--which
will you lambs accept? IF you
wait until after Gun Control--it
won’t matter at all.
And now a tornado through
Bangladesh? My, let us assume
the extra “eyes” are not wasted
by Oculex of Tel Aviv, and I
assure you, they will not be!

DISTRACTIONS
If you allow yourselves to be to-

.
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Which hoofbeats
will America and the Free Citizens of the world heed? The
beat of the drums of Paul Revere or the hoofbeats of the
Horses of the Apocalypse? The
latter approaches in thundering
drumbeat upon you.
GRAND DELUSION
During the last weeks and
months momentous events have
been taking place on the world
stage--central events, side-distractors and hidden horror--the
intent to confuse and divide that
the Elite can capture and conquer. For over a century now
the intent has been to destroy
the unity of family and create
chaos from which you would do
anything to bring peace--but
what you plan will not bring
peace but rather, destruction and
enslavement.
A tremendously powerful and
concerted move is now well under way and in full action, to
bring in the New World Order-by the year 2000.
In the midst of the confusion,
ones also tell you that Maitreya
and Christ and Jesus/God walk
your plane. They do not. What
means one by these “New Age”
linguistics which cause confusion
and
misunderstanding?

,
IS A MAN-GIVEN
LABEL TO IDENTIFY
A
“PERSON”. THE ONE YOU
CALL JESUS
WAS EMMANUEL
ESU
OF THE
#ll

(doesn’t even sound like “god”),
years ago when he said:
a
”

Do you still think it was God?
The next is true: “All reporters
present were commended to
eliminate all mention of Lord
Maitreya and the unidentified
latecomers from their communiques. ”

What this translates to is simply
that you now have the best
CONGRESS THAT
THE SIMPLE,
BUT BRILLIANT SCHEME
TO ENSLAVE WHOLE NATIONS BY CONTROLLING
THEIR MONEY SYSTEMS
FACILITATED
BY
WAS
KEEPING THE PEOPLE IGNORANT ABOUT MONEY-THE
MOST
IMPORTANT
THING PEOPLE MUST UNDERSTAND IN ORDER TO
BE FREE.
Your American,
John Adams, stated it very well
in 1787:

“Who were the unidentified ten?
Nothing is known for sure, but
it is probable that the mysterious
group
”
a
,.. ”
We had best just go back and
look at facts for the Earth-bound
Elite are well under way to fulfilling their desired objective-and God was not in that room
except in the form of us, His
messengers.
THE ROTHSCHILD
DICTUM
The political and economic systems of the nations, whether
“democracies” (the same as
dictatorships) or dictatorships,
are not controlled by-the-people
and for-the-people but rather by
the AB’s and for the AB’s. The
principle by which this power is
acquired and maintained was set
forth by the founder of the
Rothschild dynasty of AB’s,
Mayer
Amschel
Rothschild

This is exactly the situation
which exists today in America
and throughout the world for, in
addition to ignorance of the basic operation, names are appended and pronounced “by
law” and you have no ability to
know difference.
Remember
further, “If you cannot remember the past, you are condemned
to repeat it. ” Of course, you
cannot be expected to remember
the past if you did not KNOW
the past. Therefore, the first
objective toward an informed
public is to LEARN THE
PAST.
You must know the
objectives of the AB’s who
gained control of your educational system first of all, and
this was accomplished simply by
obtaining controlling interest in
the companies that publish your
high school and college textbooks on history and economics
and working down through the
Vol. XII

grades.
As a consequence, the knowledge necessary for you to be
economically and politically free
was gobbled up by the AB’s.
This situation was prophesied by
your beloved Thomas Jefferson
(although he, too, was narrow
in view, assuming the Native
Americans would be dealt with
according to treaty), who authored the Declaration of Independence, when he said:

”
You see, he did acknowledge
that you “CONQUERED” those
who were already present and
the line of terror and confusion
was under way. Putting carved
faces
of
your
considered
“mighty” and “great” changes
nothing save the wondrous
beauty of the Indian Sacred
Mountains of the Black Hills--a
despicable affront to all natural
Sacredness for no man has right
to deface
that
which
is
GOD’S/CREATOR/CREATION’S
VERY PHYSICAL
THE AREA
FEATURES.
WILL BE STAINEDh FOREVER WITH THE BLOT OF
EVIL.
THE FIRST BANK
OF THE U.S.
Jefferson, along with Benjamin
Franklin and James Madison,
adamantly opposed the plans of
the New York AB’s agent,
Alexander Hamilton, to establish a private central bank for
the U.S., like the Bank of England. However, after Franklin’s
death in 1790, Hamilton succeeded in bribing enough Congressmen to have Congress
#ll

-

grant a charter to the AB’s in
1791 for “The First Bank of the
United States” for a period of
twenty years. Having lost his
battle against the AB’s, Jefferson said:

a

And there you have it--bribery
from the upstart and the plot has
only worsened and the mire become total entrapment.
When
the charter expired in 18 11, a
wiser or more honest Congress
refused to renew it. What followed, dear ones, was the War
of 18 12, in an effort to re-establish the rule of the Bank of
England ove%you, as was. the
case prior to your War of
Independence.
REEETITION
Repetition?
Yes, because the
majority of you still say it “can’t
be” and you still deny these
“shocking” claims, but they
only SEEM incredible because
these details about the real
causes of historical events were
most carefully and fully omitted
from your history books--if you
never heard it, it does not exist.
But it does, you simply did not
hear of it. Further, I do not
know how to reach through
without repetition and re-explanation to some extent for it is
indeed complicated in the orchestration but most simple in
concept, and if you can defraud
three generations
you have
gained your goal!
There is far more to the story
than just deletion from history
books, and much worse, but to
gain a comprehensive overall

understanding
of how this
criminal system developed requires again looking at an
overview of history which, even
though greatly condensed, is
lengthy--mores0 than you, or I,
desire--BUT YOU ARE REPEATING HISTORY TO EVERY
HEINOUS
DETAIL,
FRIENDS,
WHICH
INDICATES THAT YOU STILL
DO NOT UNDERSTAND!
Let us look again at the set-up
of how this criminal system
developed
and
worked--the
mechanics of how the criminal
scam called “fractional reserve
banking” works to enslave the
people caught in its insidious
trap. How can I know that you
do not yet understand? Because
one of my very, very close
working crewmembers who has
access to my writings daily and
my own meetings--PROVED
that she did NOT understand-on the day before yesterday and
it cost us pain and agonizing
loss of a day Fs work unto you,
our readers. You MU-ST stop
throwing stones at the Truthbringers, whoever they might
be, and SEE THE PROBLEM
CONFRONTING
YOU--THE
SYSTEM, AS IT IS, IS DESTROYING YOU INCH BY
AGONIZING INCH! IF YOU
TRUST THE SYSTEM MORE
THAN YOUR BROTHER-THEN STAY IN THE SYSTEM BUT DO NOT BLAST
US FOR YOUR FAILURE TO
FUNCTION PROPERLY!
I give you ways to help protect
selves only to have you come
later and slash my scribe? No, I
shall not allow it--I tell you
what might help you and YOU
decide whether to trust the liars
and proven thieves or slay my
scribe with abuse and accusations.
There will be no
“perfection” of “Protection” in
this ending time--but you better
isolate who you CAN trust and
get with it because the game
xj

.
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will not wait for your choices
and rechoices and changes and
rechanging--1 can only suggest
you “get responsible” for that
which you do--whatever it is,
and stop dumping your load of
venom upon your neighbor who
efforts to give you a hand out of
the mire with some of your
possessions intact.
You are
down to the “fish or cut bait”
stage and you who continue to
hold out for “better gleanings”
are likely to sit cutting bait
while the trap-net is sprung on
you.
You have few options
which will offer any measure at
all, of possible security--THEY
INTEND
TO PULL THE
HOUSE DOWN AND THE
CURRENT CURRENCY SYSTEM AND PRIVATE PROPERTY WITH IT.
YOU DO
WHAT YOU WILL, I WOULD
BE REMISS IN MY WORK IF
I FAIL TO POINT IT OUT
AND
GIVE
YOU
SUGGESTIONS WHERE I FIND
THEM WHICH MIGHT HELP
YOU--NO MORE AND NO
LESS.
In the first place, most Americans STILL believe that your
government creates your money
in accordance with Article I,
Section I of the Constitution
which states: ”

This most important
power of government was again
surrendered by Congress, in
1913, to a PRIVATE CORPORATION
CALLED
“THE
FEDERAL RESERVE”.
It is
no more “FEDERAL”
than
Federal Express, Inc. or Federal
Thrift Shop of Hospital for the
Sick, or Donald Trump. Neither is the Internal Revenue
Service, I&.--which
is PRIVATE
ENFORCEMENT
AGENCY FOR THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM,
IT IS NO MORE A
INC.
“RESERVE” THAN A BUCK#ll

ET WITHOUT

A BOTTOM.
9
10

a
a
0

“.

The process by which the AB’s
conquer nations economically is
simply unbelievable because it is
unbelievably simple.
Here is
now it works:

we could have an honest and potentially stable money system.
But then comes the rub. Since
the interest amount was not created, it remains in the economy
as a bank claim on someone’s
property. Why? Because in order to pay the $100 interest
(which was NOT created) on the
first loan, someone had to borrow it into circulation.
Thus,
an unending cycle of debt is instituted with the inevitable eventual result being that title to all
real wealth in the nation is
owned by the AB’s. This is the
reason why your farms, homes
and factories are being foreclosed by the thousands every
week! It is also the real reason
for inflation, which has reduced
the “dollar” to about 10% of its
value 50 years ago.

MENT BY THE STATES, cannot be utilized--because there is
no actual MONEY!
Furthermore, this debt exceeds
the value of all the real estate in
America, which is pledged to
pay it. Therefore, you are now
legally bankrupt!
One last thought in this portion
and then I ask for a rest break,
please. In the words of Robert
Hemphill, for many years credit
manager of the Federal Reserve
Bank:
a
a
a

THEIR MONEY IS
YOUR DEBT
ALL of your *money, except for
your coins and the few remaining U.S. Notes,

WELL-KEPT

SECRET

The reason that the above sequence is inevitable is the best
kept economic secret in the
world. Here it is. When the
AB’s and their associates (your
friendly local banker) create the
money as a bookkeeping entry
to make a loan, say $1,000 for
one year, the interest (usury) on
that loan, say lo%, or $100 is
and, therefore,
When the bank credit is put into
circulation,
it increases the
money supply and generates increased
economic
activity
throughout the society. When
the principal is repaid, the bank
credit is eliminated and economic activity is reduced accordingly.
If it stopped there,

into circulation as debt. About
95% of this debt exists as bank
deposits (checkbook money) and
about 5 % exists as those Federal
Reserve Notes that you call,
bills (and see, that also tells the
There is not
story [bills]).
enough money in circulation
(called Ml) to pay the $3 trillion plus National Debt, let
alone the $7 trillion plus private
debt! Talk about balancing the
Federal Budget is just that-stupid talk. If the Federal Government, under this criminal
Babylonian money system (first
structured by the Khazars), did
not continually
more
Federal Reserve bank credit into
circulation, you would have no
medium of exchange. This is
also why there is a portion of
your Constitution
that
ANNUAL BALANCING
OF
THE
BUDGET
THROUGH
APPORTIONI, .>
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a
a

,

”
Thank you for your attention.
Hatonn to clear, please.
i*******

lisher
#ll

George

and

Desn-ee’

Green will be lecturing on May
12th at the UFO Expo West
May 1lth & 12th at the Los Aneles Airport Hyatt Hotel. For
!urther information about the
Expo call 1213 850-8919

For eons of time in your historv. mankind has exnerienced
and ‘existed in blindness about
his
Since the
time of the “FALL” from
“GRACE’: of God, man ones
$-y; yqyhe4$o
stwsg fe wii
why is it so diffict& tb find and
Manv
ones, in their ignorance and
confusion
have asked themselves why GOD allows the
seemingly unending ruthless and
merciless inhumanity of man to
continue. why HE allows suffering of children and wars and
disease and pestilence and corru tion. Often ones simply deci Be there is no God. which
only kee s ones ever “se arate”
from
0

wiAFnth;hcs;G#gsN

bfongiiq
g

written
m exphcit detail with MANY
examples.
given for YOUR care- _
ful consideration and recognition of Truth. Wh ? To let
there be
of
and WHY you, of humanity have lost your inner as
well as planetary
You ones have broken
Law set forth herein and have,
therefore, suffered the conseuences of
errors against
9;
and a ainst
each now 5 ave before you
back home
to s iritual wisdqin, knowledig
y& i-m&which. is
. Will
hear?
must and will
make this choice:
To wisely
our lessons in Truth,
learn
abide i; y the Laws and thus
your
within God’s
Kingdom
continue in the
darkness r
deception, ignorance and spiritual poverty
which will keep you bound m
the Anti-Christ s “illusion” of
separation.
cycle is about
The new cycle will
to
anew in the GLORY
and Celebration of cleansin
within and without of
ANTI-LIFE
fra ments

8

instructions
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And in addition, God is

The Bitter Communion
Counterfeit Blessings
The Phoenix Express Vol’s I &
II ($15
The P h oenix ExDress Vol’s III
&IV ($15)
I
The Phoenix Express Vol’s V &
VI ($15)
The price is $10 er JOUR:
EXCEPT lk G
NAL,
PRESS) 16 % discount on orders
of 4 or more. California residents add 6% sales tax. Add
shi pin , UPS $3.25 and $1.00
eat R a%ditional or U.S. Mail
$2.50 for first title and $1.00
each additional.
Write for Quantity Discount.
Available from America West
or your Local Distributor.
is $20 per 13
(including back issues for the
period) or $75 per 52
Payments to:
Distnbutors,
;3yglBox 986, Tehachapi, CA.

You will learn

consequences and experiences
within this manifested physical
“illusion”.

Burnt Offerings and Bloodstained Sands
Shrouds Of The Seventh Seal

!!Aenzti;;derswgf

is offering ,g
the
for reachmg the
ath back home to

within
our temple of God.
You wi K learn about what are
the
(errors)
committed by you and also
about the nature of YOUR

R.R.P.P.*
*Rape, Rava e, Pillage and
Plunder of the B hoenix
Rane of The Constitution
You Can Sla The Dragon
The Naked doenix
Blood And Ashes
Firestorm In Babylon
The Mossad Connection
Creation, The Sacred Universe
Pleiades Connection, Return Of
The Phoenix Vol. I

Sipapu Odysse
And The Cal Ied His Name Immanuel f Am Sananda
Space-Gate
S iral To Economic Disaster
Fprom Here To Armageddon
geyal
Is Only Ten Feet From
The Rainbow Masters
AIDS, The Last Great Plague
Satan’s Drummers
Privac In a Fishbowl
Cry o ? The Phoenix
Crucifixion of The Phoenix
Skeletons In The Closet
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For credit card orders or book
catalog and sam le newsletter
For
call
inquiries
or other
personal
; SOSes,please call l/805-822!s ;P.
“In questions of ower, then, let
no more be sai s of confidence
in man, but bind him *down
from mischief by the chains of
the Constitution.
“Nothing is unchangeable but
the inherent and inalienable
ri hts of man. ”
-hornas Jefferson
#ll

